Do we still have an information architecture track? Do we need this section?

I need Ailed's bio

I need any and all documentation from Teri that will help facilitate the Admissions process and make her life easier.

I need all animation content from Sharon and Joseph. I need all Interface Design content from everyone else.

Do we still have an information architecture track? Do we need this section?
FUNCTIONALITY:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
All pages have a top horizontal navigation bar that takes users to the main areas of the site. The main body of the home page includes key contact information and an introductory blurb on the New Media Arts Program.

NMA Home Page Layout (0.0)

CONTENT:

UNIVERSAL LINKS:

• Top: NMA Logo (KCC text will link to the KCC site, UH text will link to the UH site)

• Top: Pull down Menu to certain “Quick Links”, such as “Course Descriptions”, which is currently two clicks away via the top navigation. This pulldown menu provides a one-click option for users to go to any page of the site directly from the home page.

• Footer: KCC School Logo [links to the KCC site]

• Footer: Copyright KCC – New Media Arts

MAIN BODY:

• Large Main Feature Image [links to student Gallery by Default]
  • This image can be changed manually to advertise a specific event.
  • This image can also be updated at random or over time, to give a fresh look to the site.

• Contact Info on the Home page
  • Since this is a priority, this information will be found in two areas on the site: the home page and on the contact page.

• Introduction Paragraph
  • A brief paragraph that introduces the New Media Program and provides text links to key areas of the site.

• Three Images – Animation, Interface Design, & Info. Architecture
  • As part of the introduction paragraph, these three images link to the three main areas of study within the New Media Arts program (sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 on the site map).
In addition to the primary top horizontal navigation, all sub pages have a vertical left-hand sub navigation which is text-based and browse-able by section and sub-section. The main body of the sub page will be a long scrollable page based upon the amount of content for the particular section.

Sub Page Title

Sub page copy goes here... ie. New Media Arts offers three Associate in Science degrees: Animation, Interface Design and Information Architecture.

The objective of the NMA Program is to help students achieve an understanding of art and design as well as technological skills. Our curriculum is updated frequently to bring a contemporary approach to the learning process.

The Associate in Science in New Media Arts prepares students for entry-level positions in the fields of animation, interface design and information architecture.

CONTENT:

UNIVERSAL LINKS:

• Top: NMA Logo (KCC text will link to the KCC site, UH text will link to the UH site)

• Top: Pull down Menu to certain “Quick Links”, such as “Course Descriptions”, which is currently two clicks away via the top navigation. This pulldown menu provides a one-click option for users to go to any page of the site directly from the home page.

• Footer: KCC School Logo [links to the KCC site]

• Footer: Copyright KCC – New Media Arts

MAIN BODY:

• Left hand side sub-navigation – includes easy-to-update text links to all sections and sub-sections of the site.

• Large Sub Page Section Image
  • This image can also be updated at random or over time, to give a fresh look to the site.

• Sub Page Main Content
  • Standard, scrollable html text that can include images and scroll for however long the content is.